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The Educational 
Context at the 
Faculty of 
Information 





Celebrating Library 
and Information 
Science



1. “Welcome to Library and Information Science…”



1. “Welcome to Library and Information Science…”

Social 
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Meta-perspective
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2. The Red Thread of Information (Bates, 1999)





Dr. Marcia J. Bates

Bates, M. J. (1999). The invisible substrate of 
information science. Journal of the American 
Society for Information Science, 50(12), 1043-
1050. 

“We are always looking 
for the red thread of 

information in the 
social texture of 
people’s lives.”





classification systems genres

literatures cognitive authority 

information needs information behaviour

information systems search 

information policy information ethics

And more….

The Red Thread of Information (Bates, 1999)







3. Souvenirs





Better 
Communication 
with Students



4. Reading Notes

Reading Notes are weekly emails to students, written in a warm and 

enthusiastic tone. The Reading Notes achieve the following aims:

• Introduce the topic and agenda for the upcoming week’s class

• Place the assigned readings in context and order 

• Create a narrative that links the lessons from week to week

• Resolve problems or questions that may have come up in class

• Provide reminders or instructions about assignments

• Disseminate relevant news (class related or otherwise)

• Convey that we are collaborators in the exciting project of learning

• Encourages and congratulates students



Subject: Reading Notes – Session #2

Dear INF1323ers,

Thanks to all for a wonderful first class. I am encouraged by the keen 

insights you voiced during our discussions...[encouragement] 

I have alerted the administration that we are short 6 seats and desks in 

Room 507…[news, problem solving]

The three readings for this week contain important foundational content 

for the course…[context for readings]

Begin with the Bates article from 1999, Invisible Substrate…; it is a 

celebrated piece that won the JASIST Best Paper Award… [cont’d]

Then, move onto the reading by Case and Given; these are the first two 

chapters of the only textbook of information behaviour…[cont’d]

There are so many things going on in class next week! Please prepare 

yourself for a swift, exciting pace…[next week’s agenda]

For the IHI Research Project, please touch base with our TA, Christie, 

about your topic…[assignment instructions]  

Best wishes for these early thrilling and perhaps confusing days of your 

studies. Please trust that things will get clearer…[encouragement] 

JH



Student Perspective

I always looked forward to receiving Professor
Hartel’s friendly “reading notes.” They helped
me to understand the assigned readings and
made me excited for the next class. All
professors should do this…



5. How to Speak Up in Class 



• Provide a straight-forward qualitative assessment of your 

experience of the article or idea. For example, “I loved this article, 

because...” or, “I hated this article, because…”

• Recap your understanding of the material and seek confirmation. 

For example, “Let me  make sure I understand correctly: In 

‘Invisible Substrate,’ Bates says that LIS is a “metadiscipline”…Is 

that right?”

• Relate the article or idea to your own personal experience. For 

example, “This reminds me of the first time I walked into a library…”  

• Connect the article or idea to something in popular culture that is 

likely to resonate with everyone. “That’s exactly what Parker Posey 

did in ‘Party Girl…” or “The article made me think of fake news, and 

the role librarians play in public discourse.”



• Connect the dots between the assigned readings, or the readings 

and the lecture, or the material from one week to the next. For 

example, “I can see how this week’s assigned reading presented a 

positive view, whereas the lecture offers a more skeptical spin.” 

• Bring in material from other courses. For example, “The reading 

implies that communication is all that matters in a reference 

interview. But in the course Knowledge Organization, technical skills 

seem to be the key…”

• Enhance or provide a contrast with a peer’s remarks. For example, 

“I appreciate what s/he says, but I feel the opposite…” or “Well, 

that makes two of us!” or “Building on what my colleague just said…”



New Ways 
to Learn



6. Drawing Information (iSquares)



Front side Reverse side







Dr. Amy 
VanScoy

University of Buffalo



Dr. Amy 
VanScoy

University of Buffalo

I decided to have students create iSquares during the
first week of class. It felt like an icebreaker to them, I
bet. But I’m using it during Week 2 as we talk about
What is Information? They are reading one of your
papers. And they’ll discuss the iSquares in their small
groups online. This activity is also dove-tailing
beautifully with other themes for the week —
theorizing from data and information visualization.
It’s a beautiful thing when everything falls into place
and seems more coherent than you expected it to be!
Plus, these iSquares are a nice way to get to know my
students a little better! And it’s a completely online
class for most of them, so this ability to interact,
share, contribute to a whole — I think it will make us
feel like a real learning community.



http://www.isquares.info/isquare-protocol.html


Doctoral students  in INF3001: Information Research - Foundations







The Story of 
Information 

(a picture-story told through iSquares)



Once Upon a Time...























…and Information lived 
happily ever after.



7. The Information Horizon Interview  



• hobby knitters

• hobby collectors

• role playing gamers

• tattoo artists

• healthy eaters

• cosmetics enthusiasts

• fanfiction writers

• female viewers of pornography

• politically active women of color

• do-it-yourself event participants

• emerging fiction writers

• music directors

• genealogists

• Eurogamers

• public transit commuters in Toronto

• geocachers

Example student research projects



By Brandon Kidd

Information Behaviour at the 



By Brandon Kidd



By Brandon Kidd



By Brandon Kidd



8. The Creative Deliverable



Examples of Creative Deliverables submitted in 
Foundations of Library and Information Science

Quilt; card game; sculpture; painting; drawing; comic
book; dance; video; curated Instagram account;
music composition; board game; map; poem; story;
photo series; science fiction; installation kit; puzzle;
stop-motion animation; visual montage; magnetic
poetry set; fashion portfolio; parody magazine
cover; zine; instructional poster; mix-media
sculpture; layered drawing; flip book; 3D drawing;
watercolour series; digital collage; wall hanging;
collection of poems; musical composition; conceptual
diagram/cognitive map



By Rotem Anna Diamant

“Information Monster Zine”



By Kate Cattell-Daniels

“Information Overload”



By Anna Maria Kawecka

"Chasing Footnotes”



By Katherine Salgo

"Internet as String"



By Tessie Riggs

"Yuri: The Lonely Wanderings and Self-discovery Mission 
of the Thing We Know as 'The Internet'"



By Ronit Barenboim

"The Modern Librarian"



By Laura Cree

"Old Maid: Librarian Edition"



By Carly Bedford

"Dewey: 
For the 

High Fashion 
Librarian"



Artist’s Statement by Tessie Riggs

Yuri: The Lonely Wanderings and Self-Discovery Mission of the 
Thing We Know as the Internet

With this art piece I integrated relevant literature on the topic
of the Internet, its history, functions and overall identity. Since
the goal was to establish and reflect on a clear and informative
definition of the Internet and how it is perceived by society (i.e.
issues of definition and identity) I chose to create a graphic
novel-based coming-of-age narrative featuring an
anthropomorphized version of “the Internet”, as such a narrative
would provide a potentially dry and fact-heavy investigation with
the human element necessary to entertain and encourage the
reader. Furthermore the narrative device of a quest for self-
discovery provides a rationale for the art …..



Student Perspective

I ESPECIALLY appreciate the incorporation
of an arts-based deliverable. This might have
been the first time that I was so excited about
an assignment throughout my entire university
career. It was an opportunity to convey an
idea through a medium that leaves room for
greater creativity and less rigidity than a
paper.



A Joyful Classroom



No Technology Policy



A NOTE ON TECHNOLOGY

Research (Fried, 2008) has established that student learning
declines as a result of the in-class use of laptops and other
computing and communication devices. Not only are
understanding and retention inhibited for the user of these tools,
but positive outcomes are diminished for bystanders, too.
Therefore, to enable the best learning experience for all, laptops
should only be used if they are critical for your success in the
course. Phones should be placed on silent and put away during
class time. Anyone engaging in disruptive use of technologies will
be asked to stop. A break will be provided to manage personal
computing and telecommunications during the morning that the
class meets.

Fried, C. B. (2008). In-class laptop use and its effect on student learning. Computers & Education, 50(3), 906-
914.



Student Perspective

I loved that it was tech free zone, it was far
easier to pay attention without there being
laptop screens all around.



Student Perspective

The no-technology policy was frustrating to
me, because I felt disadvantaged compared to
students more accustomed to writing out
notes. Although Jenna referenced studies
showing their detriment to learning, I feel her
unofficial policy, enforced by social pressure,
negated the years I have spent as an
individual building up study techniques and
notetaking habits.



10. Mindfulness Meditation in the Classroom 



THE PRACTICE OF MINDFULNESS

In the interest of taking our Faculty commitment to student
mental health seriously, each INF1323 class will begin with the
practice of mindfulness. Mindfulness is, “a mental state achieved
by focusing one's awareness on the present moment, while calmly
acknowledging and accepting one's feelings, thoughts, and bodily
sensations.” Mindfulness has been associated with increased well-
being and stress reduction, and it surely contributes to a positive
learning environment. In INF1323, mindfulness will be practiced at
the start of class with a 2-3 minute audio meditation that
focuses attention on the breath, thoughts, and/or positive
feelings. The instructor welcomes participants in the course to
recommend their favourite audio meditations or to lead a live
mindfulness session.



Student Perspective

The instructor’s sensitivity to the need for
mental health and wellness was immensely
appreciated. It's very rare that anyone will
stop to acknowledge the stress of graduate
school and taking even a few minutes at the
beginning of class to breath and meditate was
a very positive experience for me.



Student Perspective

Professor Hertel looks not just at our intellectual needs, but
she treats us as people with emotions that have to be
addressed if we are to have a balanced and successful
school/life. Her mindfulness practice at the beginning of each
class was really hard to get used to and it often felt very
strange to listen to such sentences as "you are the blood of
stars" coming from the meditation videos. That having been
said, it is much appreciated that Professor Hertel has the
intention of going the extra mile to address students' mental
health. I also really liked the no-technology policy



Review
1. Welcome to Library and Information Science 

2. The Red Thread of Information

3. Souvenirs

4. Reading Notes

5. How to Speak Up in Class

6. Drawing Information (iSquares)

7. The Information Horizon Interview

8. The Creative Deliverable

9. No Technology Policy

10. Mindfulness Meditation in the Classroom



Your Innovative 
Ideas,
and Discussion



Resources  
http://www.jennahartel.info/
alise-webinar-resources.html



Thank You


